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\[ \text{You've with me till the bitter end} \]

FMaj7/G

G7

CMaj7

FMaj7

\[ \text{What we had transcends this experience} \]
Love,
No, never too far away.

Though we can I think of
One bit of

yes - ter - day 'Cause I have learned that
you and me Al.

Love, You're never too far
too pain-ful to Talk "bout so I'll
hold it in till my heart can mend and be
brave enough to love again A place in time
still belongs to us stays preserved In my mind
In the memories there is so lace Love, Never too
Em7  Dm7  CMaj7  FMaj7
-ing lights— in-candes-cent eyes
still pre-served—

Em7  Dm7  Dm7/G
in my mind— In the mem-’ries I’ll find so-
lace

2.  FMaj7  Em7
I re-mem-ber A place in time

Dm7  CMaj7  FMaj7
still be-longs to us stays pre-
served—

Em7  Dm7  Gb/Ab
in my mind— In the mem-’ries there is so-
lace
Love,
No
never too
body can
far away
take your place

Ebm7

Though we can
time erase
One bit of
I think of

Ebm7/Ab

yesterday
Cause I have learned
ways remember
you and me
Al.
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You're never too far